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Problem 1: (35 cis)
Consider the system whose open-loop transfer functionG(s)H(s)

given by
is

K(s+l)G(s)H(s) =
(S2 + 2s + 2)(S2 + 2s + 5)
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Root-locus plot
.Supply open loop transfer function poles for K = 20, and for that gain is open

loop transfer function stable? Explain.
OL TF poles are from plot: -1 +/- 2j; -1 +/- j oltf is stable (LHP poles)

2. For positive K, characterize the stability of the closed loop system.
From root locus plot, system changes stability class with values of K, hence
system is conditionally stable....\-5
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3. Approximate the value of K that makes the closed loop system marginally stable.
CL TF is marginally stable when locus crosses jw axis, approximately with 2 poles
locates at +/- 2.8j, substitute one value in characteristic polynomial yields K = h. ~ <t

4 Approximate the range of K that makes the closed loop system absolutely stable
CL TF is absolutely stable iff o<k<fi)from part 3 above.~5
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Compute the value(s) of the gain corresponding to double poles and supply the
double pole value (s).
The double poles occur based on locus plot at s= -1.75, substitute in
characteristic polynomial and compute K = ~..)"

Problem 2: (40 pIs)
Consider the unity feedback system open loop transfer function given by Gc(s)G(s)as
shown below

1 Approximate manually the root locus of the closed loop system assuming that
the controller is a P controller with gain K. -.~ ~.,,"'V- ."" -e ~ "

/(~)::: K ;~
(y c' -f(~ ~ ~

1-1-2. '.
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2 Design (if possible) the proper P controller gain K, such that the dominant
closed-loop poles are at desired locations: s = -2:!: j2.J"3 .

Desired poles are outside the locus, hence it is impossible to meet desired specs
with P controller.
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5,

s+4

s+2 5 I =1 K---
s + 4 s(O.5s + 1) s=-2+ j2./)\0-r

or

K= =1.6

I

S(S + 4)

/-lQ- $=-2+ 12./"3

Hence,

Gc(s)=l.,
s+2
s+4
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Problem 3: (25 pts)
Consider a linear system with multiple inputs and multiple outputs modeled by the state
model:

Ul

Uz

This system involves two inputs and two outputs.
1. Determine the four transfer functions:

Y1(S)/U1(s), Y2(S)/U1(s), Y1(S)/U2(s), Y2(S)/U2(s)

!J!:!l= -s+4 + <-f
U1(S)

Y2(S) =
Ut(S)

-25 4-t-

s2+4s+25

---

S2 +4s+25

..!!~
Uz(S)

Y2(S) =
U2(S)

s-25

S2 +4s + 25

s+5 y+-y

.-t

-
S2 +4s + 25

2. If the inputs are both unit step, what is Y1 (s)?

+5 Y1(s) = [Y1(s)/U1(s)] 1/s + [Y1(s)/U2(s)] 1/s using above transfer functions

If second input U2(s) is zero and U1 (s) is unit impulse, what is Y2(s)?3.

Y2(s)= [Y2(s)/U1 (s)J as supplied transfer function

Hint: When considering input U1, we assume that input U2 is zero and vice versa since

system is linear and we can apply superposition.
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